The following sales leads were collected by MDNA during IMTS 2018, September 10th – 15th in Chicago. While every effort has been made to present the most accurate content possible, MDNA cannot and does not guarantee the correctness of all information available to it, nor the complete absence of errors or omissions, or the presence of unintentional inclusions. All information, with the exception of machinery wanted or for sale, was provided by IMTS based on information supplied by registrants. Information on machinery wanted or for sale was collected at the booth by volunteers.

U.S. Leads are given first, followed by other countries. The leads are sorted in the following order: State, City, Last Name and First Name of Registrant. The balance of the information, if provided, is in the following order: Job Title, Firm, Address, City/State/Zip, Phone, Fax, E-mail, and Web site. If applicable, machinery wanted or for sale is located at the conclusion of the listing.
UNITED STATES

ALABAMA

ANDRE MOORE
OWNER
REACTION INNOVATIONS
103 NEW VENTURE WAY
ALABASTER, AL 35007
PHONE: 205-620-2034
FAX: 205-620-2289
EMAIL: ANDREPROFISH@GMAIL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

LANCE BARNETT
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
SNAP-ON TOOLS
18771 CARTERS CIRCLE RD.
ELKMONT, AL 35620
PHONE: 256-732-2303
FAX: 256-732-3774
EMAIL: GREGORY.L.BARNETT@SNAPON.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

MIKE TARLETON
SUPERVISOR
JACKSON METALWORKS
750 CLOLINGER ROAD
JACKSON, AL 36545
PHONE: 251-246-2492
EMAIL: JMISKEETER@BELLSOUTH.NET
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

ARIZONA

ADRIAN COROBAN
PRESIDENT
ANALOG MACHINE INC.
24815 N. 16TH AVE.
SUITE 102
PHOENIX, AZ 85085
PHONE: 623-581-6215
EMAIL: ANALOGMACHINE@ANALOGMACHINEINC.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE
WANTS TO SELL: KUMA LB10 FOR SALE
ANDREW BURKE
TOOLING & PROCESS ENGINEER
UNIVERSAL LASER SYSTEMS
15895 N 77TH STREET
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260
PHONE: 480-625-0886
EMAIL: ABURKE@ULSINC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

MICHAEL BLOMQUIST
ENGINEERING MANAGER
MARTINIC ENGINEERING
8505 W. MCDOWELL RD
TOLLESON, AZ 85353
PHONE: 623-907-5321
EMAIL: MBLOMQUIST@TRSAERO.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
WANTS TO SELL: HAS SOME OLD MILLS AND LATHES TO GET RID OF MAZAK AMONG THEM.

ARKANSAS

TERESA SCOTT
OPERATIONS
SMF & MACHINE TOOLS INC
14824 ROCKBRIDGE ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72206
PHONE: 501-897-1110
EMAIL: TERESA@SMFMACHINETOOLS.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: DISTRIBUTION

WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A 16 BY 30 MILL SMALL STOCK ALSO A SMALLER CNC LATHE.

RUSSELL SCOTT
WAREHOUSE MANAGER
SMF & MACHINE TOOLS INC
14824 ROCKBRIDGE ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72206
PHONE: 501-897-1110
EMAIL: RUSTY@SMFMACHINE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (COATINGS)

CASEN LARGENT
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
UNITED ROBOTICS
355 B HWY 264 EAST
SPRINGDALE, AR 72764
PHONE: 501-732-0420
EMAIL: CASEN.LARGENT@UNITEDROBOTICSINC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A 16 BY 30 MILL SMALL STOCK ALSO A SMALLER CNC LATHE.

ELLIS LAGRONE
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
UNITED ROBOTICS
355 B HWY 264 EAST
SPRINGDALE, AR 72764
PHONE: 501-732-0420
EMAIL: ELLIS.LAGRONE@UNITEDROBOTICSINC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
CALIFORNIA

DWAYNE GORDON
DIRECTOR OF SALES - PLATE PRODUCTS
VISTA METALS CORP
13425 WHITTRAM AVENUE
FONTANA, CA 92335
EMAIL: DWAYNE@VISTAMETALS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

JAEOWO KIM
EXHIBITOR
GENERAL TOOL, INC. / EHWA
2025 ALTON PARKWAY
IRVINE, CA 92606
PHONE: 949-724-1684
EMAIL: ROSEL@GTDIAMOND.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (THREAD ROLLING)

GERARD DONAHUE
SALES MGR, PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
INTEGRAL AEROSPACE, LLC
2040 EAST DYER ROAD
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
PHONE: 856-725-4222
EMAIL: JDONAHUE@INTEGRALAERO.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

JOHN ALVES
PRESIDENT
INTEGRAL AEROSPACE
2040 E DYER ROAD

SANTA ANA, CA 92705
PHONE: 949-757-9755
EMAIL: JALVES@INTEGRALAERO.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

ANTHONY STULPIN
LEAD MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
INTEGRAL AEROSPACE, LLC
2040 E. DYER RD.
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
PHONE: 949-250-9345
EMAIL: ASTULPIN@INTEGRALAERO.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

RICARDO BADILLA
SUPPLIER ENGINEER
APPLIED MATERIALS
3320 BOWERS AVE BLD11
SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
PHONE: 510-706-3370
EMAIL: RICARDO_BADILLA@AMAT.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

ROB KROHA
VICE PRESIDENT
CHEVALIER MACHINERY, INC.
9925 TABOR PLACE
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA 90670
PHONE: 510-760-9518
FAX: 562-903-3959
EMAIL: ROB@PERMACH.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY
THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (MANUFACTURING)

BROCK FERGUSSON
NEW PROJECTS
AUTOMOTIVE RACING PRODUCTS
1760 LEMONWOOD DR
SANTA PAULA, CA 93060
**PHONE:** 805-525-1497
**FAX:** 805-525-1441
**EMAIL:** BROCK@ARPFASTENERS.COM
**JOB:** GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (AIR FILTRATION)

YARIV BLUMKINE
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER
LAVI INDUSTRIES
27810 AVENUE HOPKINS
VALENCIA, CA 91355
**PHONE:** 661-219-3120
**FAX:** 661-219-3120
**EMAIL:** YARIVB@LAVI.COM
**JOB:** HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** GOVERNMENT & MILITARY
**WANTS TO BUY:** LOOKING FOR A TUBE BENDING MACHINE WOULD LIKE CNC IF IT'S NOT TOO EXPENSIVE. ALSO LOOKING FOR A HIGH-SPEED BAR FEEDER SAW, CNC.

CONNECTICUT

DON LOVELESS
SALES MANAGER
GMN USA
181 BUSINESS PARK DR.

BROOK, CT 06010
**PHONE:** 860-409-2550
**EMAIL:** D.LOVELESS@GMNUSA.COM
**JOB:** JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

ANDREW BINGHAM
ENGINEER
ELECTRIC BOAT
75 EASTERN POINT ROAD
GROTON, CT 06340
**PHONE:** 860-501-4482
**EMAIL:** ABINGHAM2012@GMAIL.COM
**JOB:** JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

RALPH MILONE
OWNER
XCEL TOOL AND MANUFACTURING
120 RESEARCH DRIVE
STE E
MILFORD, CT 06460
**PHONE:** 203-713-8301
**EMAIL:** RMILONE@XCELTOOLANDMFG.COM
**JOB:** NO RESPONSE
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** NO RESPONSE

DENNIS DEFOCY
ENGINEER
FOCUS FABRICATION LLC
76 POLE BRIDGE ROAD
WOODSTOCK, CT 06281
**PHONE:** 860-604-8018
**EMAIL:** DDEFOCY@FOCUSFABRICATION.COM
**WANTS TO BUY:** BUYING, CNC PRESS BRAKE WITH MINIMUM OF SIX FOOT BED AT THIRTY TON CAPACITY. ALSO NEEDS TWO PROGRAMMABLE BACK GAUGES. PREFERENCES US MANUFACTURER. CINCINNATI OR AMADA
FLORIDA

JACK WALTERS
PRESIDENT
AMERICAN TORCH TIP
6212 29TH ST. EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34203
PHONE: 941-753-7557
EMAIL: JACK3@ATTUSA.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN, IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINA
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A ROTARY TRANSFER MACHINE. OR A MULTI SPINDLE MACHE

JOAQUIN GUNther
ENGINEER
AIR DIMENSIONS INC.
1371 W. NEWPORT CENTER DR #101
DEERFIELD BEACH, FL 33442
PHONE: 954-428-7333
EMAIL: JGUNther@AIRDIMENSIONS.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

SCOTT NORTMAN
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS ENGINEER
MAGIC LEAP INC
7500 W SUNRISE BLVD.
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33323
PHONE: 954-644-9042
EMAIL: SNORTMAN@MAGICLEAP.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (MEDICAL INDUSTRY)

MARCUS WARREN
OWNER
OUJZI
2519 WASHINGTON ST
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
PHONE: 954-278-4572
EMAIL: MARSHALL@OUJZI.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JUAN CORDOBA
PRESIDENT
JYC MACHINERY
20900 NE 30TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33180
PHONE: 786-522-9736
EMAIL: JCORDOBA@JYCEXPORTS.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (TOOL RECONDITIONING)

MIKE JORDAN
VICE PRESIDENT CNC EQUIPMENT
JYC MACHINERY
20900 NE 30TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33180
PHONE: 786-522-9736
EMAIL: MJORDAN@JYCEXPORTS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

MICHAEL SPARKS
SALES CONSULTANT
BOSS LASER LLC
608 TRESTLE POINT
SANFORD, FL 32771
PHONE: 888-652-1555
FAX: 407-878-0880
EMAIL: MICHAEL.SPARKS@BOSSLASER.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

GEORGIA

SAM MILLIANS
MANAGER
ADVANCED MACHINE INC.
480 CORINTH ROAD
NEWNAN, GA 30263
PHONE: 770-252-5535
FAX: 770-252-5537
EMAIL: SHM@AFMGA.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

MIKE ALLEN
MACHINIST
ADVANCED MACHINE INC.
480 CORINTH ROAD
NEWNAN, GA 30263
PHONE: 770-252-5535
FAX: 770-252-5537
EMAIL: MIKE@AFMGA.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ELECTRICAL MACHINERY & CONTROLS (NC/CNC)

JEREMY EDWARDS
GENERAL MANAGER
SUPERIOR BALL SCREW REPAIR
112 PRICE CIRCLE
RINGGOLD, GA 30736
PHONE: 706-965-3404
EMAIL: EXPRESSBALLSCREW@AOL.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: PRIMARY METALS

STEVEN CHAVERS
ASSISTANT MANAGER
SUPERIOR BALL SCREW REPAIR
112 PRICE CIRCLE
RINGGOLD, GA 30736
PHONE: 706-965-3404
EMAIL: SERVICE@SUPERIORBALLSCREWREPAIR.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

ILLINOIS

CHARLES CALBECK
VICE PRESIDENT SALES
CRW FINISHING INC.
1470 JEFFREY DRIVE
ADDISON, IL 60101
PHONE: 630-327-3144
EMAIL: CACALBECK@CRWFINISHING.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

MICHELLE CALBECK
MARKETING
CRW FINISHING INC.
1470 JEFFREY DRIVE
ADDISON, IL 60101
PHONE: 630-495-4994
FAX: 630-495-7023
EMAIL: MICHELLE@CRWFINISHING.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** Fabricated Metal Products

RYAN BLUMBERG  
VICE-PRESIDENT  
BLUMBERG MACHINERY COMPANY  
2101 WAUKEGAN RD  
SUITE 305  
BANNOCKBURN, IL 60015  
**PHONE:** 847-580-6800  
**EMAIL:** RYAN@BLUMBERGMACHINERY.COM  
**JOB:** Gather information to evaluate alternative products

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** Primary Metals

MANUEL MEDEL  
MACHINIST/MANAGER  
HOIST LIFTURCK  
6499 W. 65TH ST.  
BEDFORD, IL 60638  
**PHONE:** 708-522-2701  
**EMAIL:** MMEDEL28@HOTMAIL.COM  
**JOB:** Identify the need for new products or equipment, jointly make a buying decision with others

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** Metalworking Machinery & Equipment

TOM TRIPP  
MANUFACTURING / DESIGN ENGINEER  
SAINT GOBAIN  
200 E. FULLERTON AVE.  
CAROL STREAM, IL 60188  
**PHONE:** 630-868-8033  
**EMAIL:** THOMAS.W.TRIPP@SAINT-GOBNAIN.COM  
**JOB:** Jointly make a buying decision with others

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** Autos/Transportation

TROY BREMER  
SUPERVISOR  
SAINT GOBAIN  
200 E. FULLERTON AVE.  
CAROL STREAM, IL 60188  
**PHONE:** 630-868-8060  
**EMAIL:** TROY.BREMER@SAINT-GOBNAIN.COM  
**JOB:** Justify the purchase and/or select a specific brand, make the final decision or give the final approval

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** Households Appliance

SYLVESTER SZCZESNY  
SUPERVISOR  
SAINT GOBAIN  
200 E. FULLERTON AVE  
CAROL STREAM, IL 60188  
**PHONE:** 630-868-8060  
**EMAIL:** SYLVESTER.SZCZESNY@SAINT-GOBNAIN.COM  
**JOB:** Identify the need for new products or equipment, gather information to evaluate alternative products, jointly make a buying decision with others, justify the purchase and/or select a specific brand, make the final decision or give the final approval
Sylvester.Szczesny@Saint-Gobain.com

**Job:** Identify the need for new products or equipment, justify the purchase and/or select a specific brand, make the final decision or give the final approval

**Primary Business Type:** Other (Please specify) (Filling and Depositing Equipment)

Dave Cohen
VP / General Manager
Freedman Seating Company
4545 W Augusta Blvd
Chicago, IL 60651

**Phone:** 773-524-2440
**Email:** Dave.Cohen@FreedmanSeating.com

**Job:** Identify the need for new products or equipment, gather information to evaluate alternative products, jointly make a buying decision with others, justify the purchase and/or select a specific brand, make the final decision or give the final approval

**Primary Business Type:** Fabricated Metal Products

**Wants to Buy:** Has a Bystronic Laser they would like to sell 2004 with 4000 watts. Has just over 18,000 running hours 11,000 on the Turbo. Decommissioning it needs to sell.

Christina Molina
Account Executive
Mack Brooks Exhibitions Inc.
11 E. Adams St.
Suite 200
Chicago, IL 60603

**Phone:** 312-809-9260
**Email:** Christina.Molina@MackBrooks.com

**Job:** Have no role in buying the products shown

**Primary Business Type:** Fabricated Metal Products

Steve Milanoski
General Manager-Corp. Init.
Feralloy Corp
8755 W Higgins Road Ste 970
Chicago, IL 60631

**Phone:** 773-380-1511
**Email:** SMilanoski@Feralloy.com

**Job:** Jointly make a buying decision with others

**Primary Business Type:** Other (Please specify) (HVAC/RSG Tool Manufacturer)

**Wants to Buy:** Looking for a low-cost Waterjet to cut samples for testing in a steel mill. Samples would be up to 1 inch thick

Mike Majczan
Assistant Manager
S&C Electric Co.
6601 N. Ridge Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60626

**Phone:** 773-338-1000
**Email:** Mike.Majczan@SANDC.com

**Job:** Identify the need for new products or equipment, justify the purchase and/or select a specific brand, make the final decision or give the final approval

**Primary Business Type:** Fabricated Metal Products
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING SCIACKY RESISTANCE WELDER

SIG MUELLER
SENIOR MANAGER
S&C ELECTRIC CO.
6601 N. RIDGE BLVD.
CHICAGO, IL 60626
PHONE: 773-338-1000
EMAIL: SIG.MUELLER@SANDC.COM

LEO KLEIN
DEPAUL UNIVERSITY, RICHARDSON LIBRARY
2350 N KENMORE AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60614
PHONE: 773-528-8440
EMAIL: LEO.KLEIN@DEPAUL.EDU
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

MORRIS ZAMOST
PRESIDENT
MIDWEST TOOL INC.
4055 W. PETERSON AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60646
EMAIL: MITCHELL@MWTOOL.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

TIMOTHY PIEPENBRINK
PRESIDENT/OWNER
COMPONENT TOOL & MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
25416 S. DIXIE HIGHWAY
CRETE, IL 60417
PHONE: 708-672-5505
EMAIL: CTM@IX.NETCOM.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

JOSEPH PEDERSON
TEACHER
MAIN STREET INDIANA UNIVERSITY
1755 SOUTH WOLF ROAD
DES PLAINES, IL 60018
PHONE: 847-803-6607
EMAIL: JPEDERSON@MAINE207.ORG
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (REPAIR)

CHRIS MCATEER
WWW.TECHCAMPUS.ORG
19525 W. WASHINGTON ST.
GRAYSLAKE, IL 60030
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: BANKING, FINANCE, CONSULTING & OTHER SERVICES

MR. MCATEER
WWW.TECHCAMPUS.ORG
19525 W. WASHINGTON ST.
GRAYSLAKE, IL 60030
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

CARL TECHMER
EXTRUDE HONE IT
CAMCRAFT
1080 MUIRFIELD DR.
HANOVER PARK, IL 60133
PHONE: 847-695-1929
EMAIL: OKUEWC0121@SBCGLOBAL.NET
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (PRECISION COMPONENTS)

JASON TECHMER
PRODUCTION LEADER
CAMCRAFT INC
1080 MUIRFIELD DR HANOVER PARK ILL 60133
HANOVER PARK, IL 60133
PHONE: 847-390-7041
EMAIL: JASON.T3651@ATT.NET
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING

JASON HUNSAKER
PRESIDENT
HTS COATINGS
932 FAIRWAY PARK DR
MADISON, IL 62060
PHONE: 618-215-8161
EMAIL: JHUNSAKER@HTSCOATINGS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A GIANT MILL 30 BY 30 BY 120 WITH A ROTARY AXIS AND S FITTY TAPER.

PAUL ENGELMAN
VICE PRESIDENT SALES
HTS COATINGS
932 FAIRWAY PARK DR
MADISON, IL 62060
PHONE: 618-215-8161
EMAIL: PENGELMAN@HTSCOATINGS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

SHELLEY QUIRK
PRODUCTION MANAGER
ARNOLD MAGNETIC TECHNOLOGIES
300 N WEST STREET
MARENGO, IL 60152
PHONE: 815-568-2479
EMAIL: SQUIRK@ARNOLDMAGNETICS.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

WANTS TO BUY: I HAVE SOME OLD BESLEY GRINDERS THEY WOULD LIKE TO REPLACE NOT FINE GRINDING BUT SOMETHING MORE ROBUST.

JASON RANDALL
PRODUCTION ENGINEER
AISIN LIGHT METALS
10900 REDCO DR
MARION, IL 62959
PHONE: 618-203-5876
EMAIL: JRANDALL@AISINLIGHTMETALS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

KHAIRUL OSMAN
PRODUCTION ENGINEER
AISIN LIGHT METALS
10900 REDCO DRIVE
MARION, IL 62959
PHONE: 618-534-8123
EMAIL: KOSMAN@AISINLIGHTMETALS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

STEVE ILL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
PROVISUR TECHNOLOGIES
9150 191ST STREET
MOKENA, IL 60448
PHONE: 708-479-3500
EMAIL: STEVE.ILL@PROVISUR.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (MACHINERY DEALER)

JEFF HOPPER
OPERATIONS LEAD
UNITED PERFORMANCE METALS
3045 COMMERCIAL AVE
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062
PHONE: 1224-500-4635
EMAIL: JHOPPER@UPMET.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

WANTS TO SELL: HAS USED CHAMFER MACHINE SALE, USES LITTLE I GOODSHAPE WITH AUTOLOAD

RON PITCHER
PRESIDENT
PITCHER INSURANCE AGENCY INC
800 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
SUITE 325
PALATINE, IL 60074
PHONE: 847-310-5560
EMAIL: RON@PITCHERINSURANCE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

SCOTT SCHULTES
MAINE EAST HIGH SCHOOL
2601 W DEMPSTER ST.
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
PHONE: 847-341-2400
EMAIL: SCHULTES@MAINE207.ORG
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (AUTOMOTIVE)
WANTS TO BUY: HE'S A DISTRIBUTOR BUT HE HAS A CLIENT THAT IS LOOKING FOR A SURFACE GRINDER NEW OR USED.

KARL ERICKSEN
VICE PRESIDENT
ROCKFORM CARBIDE MANUFACTURING INC.
2974 EASTROCK DR.
ROCKFORD, IL 61109
PHONE: 815-398-7650
EMAIL: KERICKSEN@ROCKFORM.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

STEVE HALBRADER
SALES MGR.
DIAL MACHINE INC.
2902 EASTROCK DRIVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61109
PHONE: 815-397-6660
EMAIL: STEVEH@DIALMACHINE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

DAVID BUCKLES
ENGINEER
INVENIAMI CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
777 PROGRESSIVE LANE
ROCKTON, IL 61072
PHONE: 765-702-4496
EMAIL: DAVIDB@INVENIAMI.NET
JOB: JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION
WANTS TO BUY:  LOOKING FOR BRIDGEPORT WITH A ROTARY TABLE ALSO LOOKING FOR A CUT-OFF SAW AND A LATHE.

MARK MCABERY
PURCHASING
BEE CLEAN SPECIALTIES LLC
550 ALBION AVE
UNIT 50
SCHAUMBURG, IL 60193
PHONE:  847-451-0844
EMAIL:  MARK@BEECLEANSPECIALTIES.COM
JOB:  IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:  CONSTRUCTION & MINING EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY:  LOOKING FOR AIR CLEANERS SMOG HOG BRAND.

DENNIS BASLER
PRESIDENT
EJ BASLER CO
9511 W ANSLIE
SCHILLER PARK, IL 60176
PHONE:  847-678-8880
EMAIL:  DONNABASLER@MAC.COM
JOB:  JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:  CONSTRUCTION & MINING EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY:  LOOKING FOR AIR CLEANERS SMOG HOG BRAND.

RUSS KEATH
ENGINEER
T&D METAL
P.O. BOX 442
WATSEKA, IL 60970
PHONE:  815-432-4938
EMAIL:  RKEATH@TDMETAL.COM
JOB:  JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:  FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

EUFRACIA OROZCO
MARKETING/SALES
ICON METALCRAFT INC.
940 DILLON DR.
WOOD DALE, IL 60191
PHONE:  630-766-5600
EMAIL:  EOROZCO@ICONMETALCRAFT.COM
WANTS TO SELL:  HAS A 12-TON PRESS BRAKE THEY WOULD LIKE TO SELL. ALSO HAS A GRINDER THEY WOULD LIKE TO SELL.

EUFRACIA OROZCO
MARKETING/SALES
ICON METALCRAFT INC.
940 DILLON DR.
WOOD DALE, IL 60191
PHONE:  630-766-5600
EMAIL:  EOROZCO@ICONMETALCRAFT.COM
JOB:  MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:  METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL:  HAS A 12-TON PRESS BRAKE THEY WOULD LIKE TO SELL. ALSO HAS A GRINDER THEY WOULD LIKE TO SELL.

EUGENIUSZ POLAK
MACHINIST
INNOVATIVE RACK & GEAR
365 BALM COURT
WOOD DALE, IL 60191
PHONE:  630-766-2652
EMAIL:  EUGPOL1957@GMAIL.COM
JOB:  JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:  METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL:  HAS A 12-TON PRESS BRAKE THEY WOULD LIKE TO SELL. ALSO HAS A GRINDER THEY WOULD LIKE TO SELL.
**INDIANA**

**DAVID UPCHURCH**
MANAGER
PDF
10102 NORTH MURPHY AVE
BRAZIL, IN 47834
**EMAIL:** UPCHURCH@PDF-INC.COM
**JOB:** MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

**TRACY WILCHER**
SUPERVISOR
PDF
10102 NORTH MURPHY
BRAZIL, IN 47848
**EMAIL:** TWILCHER@YMAIL.COM
**JOB:** HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN

**DON DUMOULIN**
CEO / OWNER
PRECISE TOOLING SOLUTIONS, INC.
3150 NORTH SCOTT DRIVE
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
**PHONE:** 812-378-0247
**EMAIL:** DDD@PRECISETOOLING.COM
**JOB:** JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

**MICHEL LEMOUCHE**
MANAGER
MDL MOLD & DIE COMPONENTS INC.
4572 N. LONG ROAD
COLUMBUS, IN 47203
**PHONE:** 812-373-0021
**FAX:** 812-373-0042
**EMAIL:** LEMOUCHE@MDLCOMPONENTS.COM
**JOB:** IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS

**JACOB FERGUSON**
OWNER OF VICBAGGERS, INC
VICBAGGERS
208 SOUTH 5TH STREET
FRANCISCO, IN 47649
**PHONE:** 812-499-7048
**EMAIL:** JFERGUSON1980@YAHOO.COM
**JOB:** HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN

**TYLER MASON**
MACHINIST
VICBAGGERS
208 SOUTH 5TH STREET
FRANCISCO, IN 47649
**PHONE:** 812-499-7048
**EMAIL:** LACY.BMX@HOTMAIL.COM
**JOB:** HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN

**TJ MAIER**
FABRICATION MANAGER
VICBAGGERS
208 SOUTH 5TH STREET
FRANCISCO, IN 47649
**PHONE:** 812-499-7048
**EMAIL:** TJWMAIER619@GMAIL.COM
**JOB:** MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

**LEON BURKHOLDER**
OWNER
BURKHOLDER MACHINE LLC
25404 COUNTY ROAD 40
GOSHEN, IN 46526
PHONE: 574-862-1306
FAX: 574-862-1534
EMAIL: BURKHOLDERMACHINE@SAFE.COM.LINK
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR PLASTIC INJ MOLD MACHINE

DANIEL COURTNEY
PRESIDENT
SPECTRUM SERVICES INC.
12911 INDUSTRIAL PARK DR.
P.O. BOX 363
GRANGER, IN 46530
PHONE: 574-272-7605
FAX: 574-273-6425
EMAIL: SPECTRUMSERVIC@AOL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

PAUL BETZ
PRESIDENT
NORTHSIDE MACHINING INC.
407 W 12TH STREET
HUNTINGBURG, IN 47542
PHONE: 812-683-3500
EMAIL: NORTHSIDEMACH@PSCI.NET
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN, IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (PETROLIUM INDUSTRY)
WANTS TO SELL: HAS A MORI SEIKI LATHE SL3H HE WOULD LIKE TO SELL.

EDWARD MAJERCZYK
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER- COMPONENT OWNER
ROLLS ROYCE-TURBINES
6024 W. 79TH ST
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46278
PHONE: 804-638-5225
EMAIL: EDWARD.MAJERCZYK@ROLLS-ROYCE.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN, IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (PETROLIUM INDUSTRY)

LARRY BOYD
MANAGER
BMR GROUP
3794W 50S
KIMMELL, IN 46760
PHONE: 260-635-2195
EMAIL: BMRFGROUP@HOTMAIL.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN, IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (PETROLIUM INDUSTRY)

DAMON GASAWAY
OWNER
WINN MACHINE INC.
720 BOYD BLVD
LA PORTE, IN 46350
PHONE: 219-324-2978
FAX: 219-324-3012
EMAIL: DAMON.GASAWAY@WINN.MACHINE.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
**IOWA**

**BRYAN HAUSCHILDM**  
SUPERVISOR  
AMTEK  
6507 MEDFORD LANE  
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52402  
**PHONE:** 319-360-2243  
**EMAIL:** BHAUSCHILDMAMTEK.COM  
**JOB:** JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS  
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

**BILL NURRE**  
DESIGN ENGINEER  
AMTEK  
6507 MEDFORD LANE  
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52402  
**PHONE:** 319-360-2243  
**EMAIL:** BNURREAMTEK.COM  
**JOB:** IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT  
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

**DERICK UNGS**  
OPERATIONS MANAGER  
MACHINE TOOL ENGINEERING  
2916 HWY 18 E  
CHARLES CITY, IA 50616  
**PHONE:** 641-228-4524  
**EMAIL:** DERICKUGOMTE.COM  
**JOB:** IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL  
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

**SETH STOUGH**  
QUALITY ENGINEER  
MACHINE TOOL ENGINEERING  
2916 HWY 18 E  
CHARLES CITY, IA 50616
PHONE: 641-228-4524
EMAIL: INSPECTION@GOMTE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

PAUL HANSER
PRESIDENT
HWH CORPORATION
2096 MOSCOW RD.
MOSCOW, IA 52760
PHONE: 563-343-5360
EMAIL: PEHANSER@HWH.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

KANSAS

BRYAN RICE
PRESIDENT/CEO
RICE PRECISION MANUFACTURING, INC.
401 E. HIGH ST.
473 E 1814 RD
BALDWIN CITY, KS 66006
PHONE: 785-594-2610
FAX: 785-594-7423
EMAIL: BRYAN@RICE-PRECISION.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

VADIM BARCA
DETAIL CHECK LOGISTICS
925 S WEAVER ST
OLATHE, KS 66061
PHONE: 913-244-6518
EMAIL: SECURITIES.BARCALAW@YAHOO.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

TROY CLUM
NC PROGRAMMING MANAGER
SPIRIT AEROSYSTEMS
3801 S. OLIVER
WICHITA, KS 67278
PHONE: 316-526-7677
EMAIL: TROY.D.CLUM@SPIRITAERO.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

KENTUCKY

BLANE HAWKINS
PRESIDENT
CAPITAL CITY TOOL INC.
219 HAHN DRIVE
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
PHONE: 502-223-0025
EMAIL: BHAWKINS@CCTOOLINC.COM
JOB: JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

FRED LAWSON
MGR.
CONTRACT MACHINING
2425 OVER DRIVE
LEXINGTON, KY 40511
PHONE: 859-221-9700
EMAIL: FREDR111238@ICLOUD.COM

JOB: JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JOSH CAIRNS
OWNER
CONTRACT MACHINING & MFG
2425 OVER DR
LEXINGTON, KY 40511
PHONE: 859-253-9700
EMAIL: JOSH@CONTRACT-MACHINING.COM

JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

BEAU CRAWFORD
SR. ROBOTICS ENGINEER
GE APPLIANCES
4000 BUECHEL BANK ROAD AP3-222
LOUISVILLE, KY 40225
PHONE: 502-656-6014
EMAIL: BEAU.CRAWFORD@GEAPPLIANCES.COM

JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (CUSTOM COMPONENTS MANUFACTURER)
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING A DUAL SCREW INJECTION MOLD LARGEST IN NORTH AMERICA.

MIKE HARLAN
C.E.O.
MHARLAN ENTERPRISES
1321 LEIGHTON CIRCLE
LOUISVILLE, KY 40222
PHONE: 502-608-6518
EMAIL: MIKE.HARLAN@ALUM.MIT.EDU

JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

MARYLAND

DON MILLER
DIRECTOR, GLOBAL TOOLING WAVE
1415 PERRYMAN ROAD
ABERDEEN, MD 21001
PHONE: 410-297-2355
FAX: 410-297-2359
EMAIL: DCMILLER@ARMSTRONGCEILINGS.COM

JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (INDUCTION HEAT TREATING EQUIPMENT)

DARYL MCKENRICK
SHOP MANAGER
COMMAND TECHNOLOGY INC
7604 ENERGY PARKWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21226
PHONE: 410-360-2920
FAX: 410-360-2925
EMAIL: DARYL@COMMANDTECH.NET

JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ENGINE & TURBINES
WANTS TO SELL: HAS A MARVEL HORIZONTAL SAW AND A DEWALT VERTICAL SAW HE WOULD LIKE TO SELL.
MARK GOOD
PRESIDENT
SEAMARK MARINE
822 W MAIN STREET
CRISFIELD, MD 21817
PHONE: 410-968-0800
EMAIL: SEAMARKMARKMARINE@YAHOO.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ENGINE & TURBINES

TOM FOGLE
PROCESS CERTIFICATION MANAGER
FIVES LANDIS
16778 HALFWAY BOULEVARD
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
PHONE: 301-797-2170
EMAIL: TOM.FOGLE@LANDIS-US.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: BANKING, FINANCE, CONSULTING & OTHER SERVICES

NICK WARNS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
BACKBONE MECHANICAL DESIGN
2216 GREENSPRING DRIVE
LUTHERVILLE TIMONIUM, MD 21093
PHONE: 443-487-1013
EMAIL: NWARN5@BACKBONEMECH.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: BANKING, FINANCE, CONSULTING & OTHER SERVICES

MASSACHUSETTS

MARK CRANNA
SR. ENGINEERING MANAGER
LENOX - STANLEYBLACK&DECKER
301 CHESTNUT STREET
EAST LONGMEADOW, MA 01028
PHONE: 413-526-5375
EMAIL: MARK.CRANNA@SBDINC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (POWER TOOLS)
WANTS TO BUY: HAS PLENTY OF BAND SAWS IN AN R & D AND ENVIRONMENT ALWAYS LOOKING TO MOVE SO BUYS AND SELLS.
WANTS TO SELL: HAS PLENTY OF BAND SAWS IN AN R & D AND ENVIRONMENT ALWAYS LOOKING TO MOVE SO BUYS AND SELLS.

LEVON HARUTUYUNYAN
CEO
ARMSET AUTOMATION LLC
2 DEBUSH AVE
UNIT B1
MIDDLETOWN, MA 01949
PHONE: 978-774-0035
FAX: 978-774-0036
EMAIL: LEVON@ARMSET.COM
JOB: NO RESPONSE
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: NO RESPONSE

MAX CORMIER
DESIGN ENGINEER
GLOBE COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS
200 SHUMAN AVE
STOUGHTON, MA 02072
PHONE: 781-681-6810
EMAIL: MCORMIER@GLOBECOMPOSITE.COM
JOB: NO RESPONSE
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: NO RESPONSE
WANTS TO BUY: INEXPENSIVE TOOL ROOM LATHE, LARGEST PARTS ARE SIX INCHES. CURRENTLY RUNNING ON A HARRISON.

MICHIGAN

CRAIG BEUTLER
FIELD ENGINEER
FLUID MOTION
56 S SQUIRREL RD
AUBURN HILLS, MI 48326
PHONE: 248-688-5552
EMAIL: CRAIGB@HSBUYVAN.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

CRAIG BEUTLER
FIELD ENGINEER
FLUID MOTION
56 S SQUIRREL RD
AUBURN HILLS, MI 48326
PHONE: 248-688-5552
EMAIL: CRAIGB@HSBUYVAN.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

SCOTT JUMP
PROJECT ENGINEER
BRINEY TOOLING SYSTEMS
700 EAST SOPER ROAD
BAD AXE, MI 48413
PHONE: 989-553-5735
FAX: 989-269-9559
EMAIL: SJUMP@GEMINIGROUP.NET
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

TIMOTHY GRANGER
WELD / ASSEMBLY ENGINEER
WELLINGTON IND.
39555 I-94 S. SERVICE DR.

BELLEVILLE, MI 48111
PHONE: 734-502-9202
EMAIL: TGRANGER@WELLINGTONIND.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: GOVERNMENT & MILITARY

BRENNEN LUBBERS
OPERATIONS MANAGER
MIEDEMA ASSET MANAGEMENT GROUP
601 GORDON INDUSTRIAL COURT
BYRON CENTER, MI 49401
PHONE: 616-307-6787
EMAIL: BRENNEN@MIEDEMAAPPRAISALS.COM

JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ELECTRICAL MACHINERY & CONTROLS (NC/CNC)

FREDERICK KUCKLICK
PRESIDENT
IMT CONSULTING, INC.
21274 SAIL BAY DR.
CASSOPOLIS, MI 49031
PHONE: 269-445-8826
FAX: 574-286-7740
EMAIL: KUCKLICK@IMTCUSA.COM

JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP ()

CHARLES MOLNAR
ENGINEER
CHRYSLER FCA LLC
23837 EDWARD
DEARBORN, MI 48128
PHONE: 313-268-2792
EMAIL: CHUCKDVD@YAHOO.COM

JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

KYLE FRAZIER
STUDENT
MICHIGAN STATE
453 ABBOT
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
PHONE: 312-208-9652
EMAIL: FRAZI101@MSU.EDU

JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO

EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

WAYNE STAROSCIAK
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
GEHRING
24800 DRAKE ROAD
FARMINGTON HILLS, MI 483352506
EMAIL: WAYNE.STAROSCIAK@GEHRING-GROUP.COM

JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

BRIAN HOFFMAN
MFG. ENG.
ASPC
803 TAYLOR AVE.
GRAND HAVEN, MI 49417
PHONE: 616-604-8558
EMAIL: BRIANHOFFMAN@AUTOMATICSPRING.COM

MICHAEL SWEERS
ENGINEER
DECADE PRODUCTS
3710 SYSCO CT
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49512
PHONE: 616-977-2519
EMAIL: MICHAEL.SWEERS@DECADEPRODUCTS.COM

JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

WANTS TO BUY: IN THE PLASTIC S INDUSTRY LOOKING FOR USED MY MACHINE
JOE STEWART
SALES
WSTI
1857 WALDORF NW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49544
PHONE: 616-791-1027
EMAIL: JSTEWART@WOLVERINESPECIALTOOL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO SELL: LOOKING TO SELL A WINSLOW DRILL GRINDER HE BELIEVES IT’S AN HR 160.

ROGER POLS
PROCESS ENGINEER
NAFSR
4232 BROCKTON DRIVE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49512
PHONE: 616-541-1121
EMAIL: ROGER.POLS@NAFSREMAN.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

MIKE VANDEVUSSE
SR. MFG. ENGINEER
NN, INC. AUTOCAM
4180 40TH STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49512
PHONE: 616-698-0707
EMAIL: MICHAEL.VANDEVUSSE@NNINC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

MIKE NYHOF
COO
HOLLAND EQUIPMENT HUNTERS, INC
3345 60TH ST
HAMILTON, MI 49419
PHONE: 616-836-7501
EMAIL: MNYHOF@HOLLANDEQUIPMENT.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT

DWAYNE KITTLE
TOOLING SUPERVISOR
RIMA MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3850 MUNSON HWY.
HILLSDALE, MI 49242
PHONE: 517-448-8921
EMAIL: DKITTLE@RIMAMFG.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A TORNOSWISS MACHINE IT’S AN SAS 16.

MICHAEL PETKOVICH
SALES
HAMMOND ROTO-FINISH CO.
1600 DOUGLAS AVENUE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
PHONE: 269-345-7151
FAX: 269-345-1710
EMAIL: MPETKOVICH@HAMMONDROTO.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

JOHN BODE
SALES ENGINEER
EFD INDUCTION
31511 DEQUINDRE RD.
MADISON HEIGHTS, MI 48071
PHONE: 330-304-2241
EMAIL: JOHN.BODE@EFD-INDUCTION.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

AMANDA MCCOY
MAINTENANCE COORDINATOR
VICKERS ENGINEERING
3604 GLENDORA RD
NEW TROY, MI 49119
PHONE: 269-426-8545
EMAIL: AMANDAMCCOY@VICKERSENG.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING MAZAKS

BOBBY ROWLES
CONTROLS ENGINEER
VICKERS ENGINEERING
3604 GLENDORA RD
NEW TROY, MI 49119
PHONE: 269-426-8545
EMAIL: BOBBYROWLES@VICKERSENG.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

KEVIN NOWICKI
SERVICE TECH
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TECH, LLC
32736 BERTRAND ST.
NILES, MI 49120
PHONE: 269-683-4689
EMAIL: KEVIN@INDUSTRIALMACHINETECH.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

DANIEL KWIATKOWSKI
SERVICE TECH
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TECH, LLC
32736 BERTRAND ST.
NILES, MI 49120
PHONE: 269-683-4689
EMAIL: DANIEL@INDUSTRIALMACHINETECH.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

JIMMIE BRISTER
SERVICE TECH
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TECH, LLC
32736 BERTRAND ST.
NILES, MI 49120
PHONE: 269-683-4689
EMAIL: JIMMIE@INDUSTRIALMACHINETECH.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

SKIP SWIM
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
SPS TECHNOLOGIES
59 E JEFFERSON ST.49082
QUINCY, MI 49082
PHONE: 734-812-0290
EMAIL: SSWIM@PCCAIRFRAME.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

RAYMOND CROOKS
FACILITIES MANAGER
WORLD TEK INDUSTRIES
36310 EUREKA ROAD
ROMULUS, MI 48174
PHONE: 313-363-6951
EMAIL: RCROOKS@WORLDTEK-IND.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: PRIMARY METALS

RANDAL SZAREK
DIRECTOR-MACHINERY SALES
AHB TOOLING & MACHINERY
15300 MARTIN ROAD
ROSEVILLE, MI 48066
PHONE: 989-399-8104
EMAIL: RANDAL.SZAREK@AHBINC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

CRAIG WEISENAUER
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MANAGER
CAMPBELL GRINDER
1226 E. PONTALUNA RD
SPRING LAKE, MI 49456
PHONE: 231-798-6464
EMAIL: CWEISENAUER@CAMPBELLGRINDER.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: INSTRUMENTS & CONTROLS (INCLUDING MEDICAL & SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT)

JOHN REMINGTON
SALES MANAGER
SERAPID
34100 MOUND RD
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
PHONE: 586-274-0774
EMAIL: J.REMINGTON@SERAPID.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (THERMAL SPRAY COATINGS)

JOHN READING
REGIONAL MANAGER
METALLOID CORPORATION
1160 WHITE ST
STURGIS, MI 49091
PHONE: 800-686-3201
EMAIL: J.READING@METALLOIDCORP.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL

JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL: SELLS COOLANTS ETC BUT HAS CUSTOMER'S LOOKING FOR THESE TYPES OF MACHINES USED

MICHELS ROGER
CNC PROGRAMMER
AVON MACHINING
11968 INVESTMENT DRIVE
UTICA, MI 48315
PHONE: 586-685-2345
EMAIL: RMICHELS@AVONMACHINING.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: PRIMARY METALS

MARVIN NOWAK
ENGINEERING MANAGER
MOELLER MANUFACTURING CO. LLC
30100 BECK ROAD
WIXOM, MI 48393
PHONE: 248-960-3999
EMAIL: NOWAKM@MOELLER.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: GOVERNMENT & MILITARY

BRAD VAWTER
MACHINIST
DISTINCTIVE MFG GROUP
759 CONSTRUCTION CT
ZEELAND, MI 49464
PHONE: 616-953-8999
EMAIL: SHOP5@DISTINCTIVEMFG.CO
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
WANTS TO SELL: HAS A VERTICAL MILL TO SELL ITS A HAAS VF4

MARK BROWN
CEO
BAUMANN TOOL AND DIE
ROGER SCHONDELMAYER
MACHINIST
DISTINCTIVE MFG GROUP
759 CONSTRUCTION CT
ZEELAND, MI 49464
PHONE: 616-953-8999
EMAIL: SHOP@DISTINCTIVEMFG.CO
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (INDUSTRIAL COMPRESSORS)

MINNESOTA

JOSE ALMAZAN
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
MALCO PRODUCTS SBC.
14080 STATE HWY. 55 NW PO BOX 400
PO BOX 400
ANNANDALE, MN 55302
PHONE: 320-274-8246
EMAIL: CJA@MALCOTOOLS.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING SPEEDFAM LAPPERS

JOE KORBEL
CNC TURNING
WELLS TECHNOLOGY, INC.

4885 WINDSOR CT. NW
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
PHONE: 301-760-8409
EMAIL: TIMANDWENDY2015@GMAIL.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A GOOD DEAL A ON A LIVE TOOL LATHE PREFERABLY WITH A SUBSPINDLE.
ANDREW OUDHRAJ
ENGINEER
SELF
1012 WESTVIEW DRIVE
FARMINGTON, MN 55024
PHONE: 651-327-0431
EMAIL: ANDREW02736@HOTMAIL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING SPEEDFAM LAPPERS

MISSISSIPPI

KENNETH ALLISON
ADV MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
MILWAUKEE ELECTRIC TOOL
MISSOURI

NOAH DIEBOLD
SERVICE TECH

JOE COWART
ENGINEER
TAYLOR MACHINE WORKS
3690 NORTH CHURCH AVE
LOUISVILLE, MS 39339
PHONE: 662-773-3421
EMAIL: JCOWART@TAYLORBIGRED.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL: HAS A 2014 CINCINNATI CL 900 TO SELL. SIX BY TWELVE BED, SHUTTLE TABLE. LASER CUTTER.

KELLY NASH
TOOL ROOM TECHNICIAN
US TOOL GROUP
2000 PROGRESS DRIVE
FARMINGTON, MO 63640
PHONE: 573-431-3856
EMAIL: KELLY.NASH@USTG.NET
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (MASS FINISHING SERVICE/PRODUCT)
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR K. O. LEE SMALL WORK HEADS FOR A CINCINNATI #2 TOOL CUTTER GRINDER.

KEITH KERN
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS
WELD RACING LLC.
6600 STADIUM DRIVE
KANSAS CITY, MO 64129
PHONE: 386-562-4109
EMAIL: KKERN@WELDPERFORMANCE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT

MISSOURI

NOAH DIEBOLD
SERVICE TECH

KC MACHINE
505 S. MCCLEARY
EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO 64024
PHONE: 816-630-2035
EMAIL: NOAH@KC-MACHINE.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (MASS FINISHING SERVICE/PRODUCT)

DOUG LEE
MACHINE SHOP
US TOOL GROUP
2000 PROGRESS DRIVE
FARMINGTON, MO 63640
PHONE: 573-431-3856
EMAIL: DOUGLAS.LEE@USTG.NET
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

JOE COWART
ENGINEER
TAYLOR MACHINE WORKS
3690 NORTH CHURCH AVE
LOUISVILLE, MS 39339
PHONE: 662-773-3421
EMAIL: JCOWART@TAYLORBIGRED.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL: HAS A 2014 CINCINNATI CL 900 TO SELL. SIX BY TWELVE BED, SHUTTLE TABLE. LASER CUTTER.

KELLY NASH
TOOL ROOM TECHNICIAN
US TOOL GROUP
2000 PROGRESS DRIVE
FARMINGTON, MO 63640
PHONE: 573-431-3856
EMAIL: KELLY.NASH@USTG.NET
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (MASS FINISHING SERVICE/PRODUCT)
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR K. O. LEE SMALL WORK HEADS FOR A CINCINNATI #2 TOOL CUTTER GRINDER.

KEITH KERN
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS
WELD RACING LLC.
6600 STADIUM DRIVE
KANSAS CITY, MO 64129
PHONE: 386-562-4109
EMAIL: KKERN@WELDPERFORMANCE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

JAKE RITTER  
MACHINE SHOP SUPERVISOR  
CLAY AND BAILEY MFG  
6401 E 40TH STREET  
KANSAS CITY, MO 64129  
PHONE: 816-924-3900  
FAX: 816-924-3903  
EMAIL: JRITTER@CLAYBAILEY.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND  

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

MICHAEL BROWN  
OWNER  
MCGREGOR MFG  
4426 N 21ST STREET  
OZARK, MO 65721  
PHONE: 417-581-3685  
FAX: 314-657-9719  
EMAIL: SHIPPING@MCGREGORMFG.COM  
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL  

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP  
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING A CHIP CONVEYOR, SELLING HAAS LATHES.

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

SAM MARR  
CNC MACHINE OPERATOR  
CLAY AND BAILEY MFG  
6401 E 40TH STREET  
KANSAS CITY, MO 64129  
PHONE: 816-924-3900  
FAX: 816-924-3903  
EMAIL: SWITCHBLADE0883@GMAIL.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL  

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

MONDRELL GIBSON  
CNC MACHINE OPERATOR  
CLAY AND BAILEY MFG  
6401 E 40TH STREET  
KANSAS CITY, MO 64129  
PHONE: 816-924-3900  
FAX: 816-924-3903  
EMAIL: CANDBCAMERA@GMAIL.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND  

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP  
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING A CHIP CONVEYOR, SELLING HAAS LATHES.

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

PAUL MCELHENNY  
COMMODITY MANAGER  
GARDNER DENVER  
305 N. STATE FAIR BLVE  
SEDALIA, MO 65301  
PHONE: 660-827-7783  
EMAIL: PAUL.MCELHENNY@GARDNERDENVER.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS  

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

JACOB CONNER  
PRESIDENT  
US PHOTONICS INC.  
2241 EAST KEARNEY ST.  
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803  
PHONE: 417-818-6314  
EMAIL: DSTILSON@USPHOTONICS.NET  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT  

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (ENGINEERING)
KEVIN WHITWORTH  
OPERATIONS MANAGER  
US PHOTONICS INC.  
2241 EAST KEARNEY STREET  
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803  
PHONE: 417-818-6314  
EMAIL: KEVIN@USPHOTONICS.NET  
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (INDUSTRIAL ROBOTICS INTEGRATOR)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

BROOKS PARSSINEN  
CAD DESIGNER  
WILTON PRESSLED METALS  
PO BOX 909  
NEWPORT, NH 03773  
PHONE: 603-863-1488  
EMAIL: STERLINGPARSSINEN@GMAIL.COM

NEW JERSEY

NIR PONY  
SENIOR DESIGN ENGINEER  
EDMOUND OPTICS  
101 EAST GLOUCESTER PIKE  
BARRINGTON, NJ 08007  
PHONE: 856-547-3488  
EMAIL: NPONY@EDMUNDOPTICS.COM  
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

JACOB BAGWELL  
OPTO-MECH DESIGN ENGINEER  
EDMUND OPTICS  
101 E. GLOUCESTER PIKE  
BARRINGTON, NJ 08007  
PHONE: 856-547-3488  
FAX: 856-573-6841  
EMAIL: JACOBBAGWELL@EDMUNDOPTICS.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

JULIE SONG-BENEDIKT  
VP/OWNER  
PRECISE COMPONENTS & TOOL DESIGN, INC  
10 CLIFTON BLVD., UNIT A-4  
CLIFTON, NJ 07011  
PHONE: 973-928-2928  
FAX: 973-928-2931  
EMAIL: JBENEDIKT@PRECISECOMPONENTS.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

HARRY BENEDIKT  
PRESIDENT  
PRECISE COMPONENTS & TOOL DESIGN, INC  
10 CLIFTON BLVD., UNIT A-4  
CLIFTON, NJ 07011  
PHONE: 973-928-2928  
FAX: 973-928-2931  
EMAIL: HBENEDIKT@PRECISECOMPONENTS.COM  
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

ALEX CURTIS  
OWNER  
COLUMBIA MACHINE  
1 N. RIVERVIEW AVE.
COLUMBIA, NJ 07832
PHONE: 908-475-4057
EMAIL: COLUMBIAMACHINE@HOTMAIL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (HAND TOOLS)

ROBERT ARRIGHI
PRESIDENT
UNION TOOL & MOLD CO
220 RUTGERS ST
MAPLEWOOD, NJ 07040
PHONE: 973-763-6611
EMAIL: BOBA@UNIONTOOL-MOLD.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL: ALWAYS SELLING BRIDGEPORTS,HARIG, GRINDERS. ETC..

NEW YORK

JEREMY GEROUX
MANAGER
DOTY MACHINE
35 SULLIVAN PARKWAY
FORT EDWARD, NY 12828
PHONE: 518-747-5326
EMAIL: JER12816@YAHOO.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ELECTRICAL MACHINERY & CONTROLS (NC/CNC)

NEW MEXICO

KURT TOMLINSON
ENGINEER
GENERAL ATOMICS
1515 EUBANK BLVD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87123
PHONE: 505-284-1350
EMAIL: KTOMLIN@SANDIA.GOV
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR AN OPTICAL POLISHER.

ROGER STINEMIRE
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
ARCONIC FASTENING SYSTEMS
1 CORPORATE DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
PHONE: 845-334-7324
FAX: 845-334-7241
EMAIL: ROGER.STINEMIRE@ARCONIC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

ALEXANDER ROBINSON
MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER
CORNING INCORPORATED
21 LYNN MORSE DRIVE
PAINTED POST, NY 14870
PHONE: 607-974-6962
EMAIL: ROBINSONAL@CORNING.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

ROBERT DELIA
FORMING DESIGN DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE - EA SME
CORNING INC.
21 LYNN MORSE DR.
PAINED POST, NY 14870
PHONE: 607-974-8210
EMAIL: DELIAR@CORNING.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

MARTY MARTINA
PRINCIPAL
MARTIN DESIGN
30 LOCUST ST
PITTSFORD, NY 14534
PHONE: 585-298-5050
EMAIL: MARTYMARTINA@OUTLOOK.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

WILLIAM SMITH
GENERAL MANAGER
DOTY MACHINE
14 CONGDON RD
SOUTH GLENS FALLS, NY 12803
PHONE: 518-747-5326
EMAIL: BILL.SMITH@DOTYMACHINE.COM

ROCHAN MEHTA
ENGINEERING MANAGER
INDIMET INC
1 BARKER AVE SUITE 220
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
PHONE: 914-831-6500
EMAIL: ROCHAN-MEHTA@INDIMET.COM

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

**NORTH CAROLINA**

NATHAN FULTON
APPLICATIONS/INSIDE SALES
FULTON TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 159
CAROLEEN, NC 28019
PHONE: 828-657-1611
EMAIL: NFULTON007@GMAIL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (OPTICS)

JASON GLIDDEN
MIDWEST REGIONAL SALES MANAGER
BIJUR DELIMON
1 COLEY PARKWAY
SUITE 104
MORRISVILLE, NC 27560
PHONE: 920-400-9043
EMAIL: JGLIDDEN@BIJURDELMON.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (OPTICAL COMPONENT MANUFACTURER)

CURTIS HOUSER
DESIGN/PROGRAMMING SUPERVISOR
RICHARD CHILDRESS RACING
425 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
P.O. BOX 1189
WELCOME, NC 27374
PHONE: 336-731-3334
EMAIL: CHOUNSER@RCRRACING.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS

**PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:** METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
NORTH DAKOTA

STEVE ARVIDSON  
PRESIDENT/CEO  
MICROLAP TECHNOLOGIES  
213 1ST STREET NW  
ROLLA, ND 58367  
PHONE: 701-477-3193  
EMAIL: STEVE.ARVIDSON@MICROLAP.COM  
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT  
WANTS TO SELL: SITTING ON LOTS OF USED CUSTOM EQUIPMENT THAT THEY WOULD LIKE TO SELL. LOTS OF UNIQUE PUMPS, TURNTABLES, HYDRAULICS AND CONTROLLERS ON THESE MACHINES. MINIMAL HOURS ON THESE MACHINES.

TOM NEAMEYER  
VP SALES/MARKETING  
MICROLAP TECHNOLOGIES, INC.  
213 1ST STREET NW  
PO BOX 280  
ROLLA, ND 58367  
PHONE: 701-477-3193  
FAX: 701-477-6579  
EMAIL: TOM.NEAMEYER@MICROLAP.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

OHIO

BRANDON BAUM  
VICE PRESIDENT

CYCLE START CNC MACHINE SERVICE  
1254 E. TURKEYFOOT LAKE ROAD  
AKRON, OH 44312  
PHONE: 330-604-4435  
FAX: 330-604-4435  
EMAIL: SERVICE_RBB@YAHOO.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

BOB BAUM  
OWNER  
CYCLE START CNC MACHINE SERVICE  
1254 E. TURKEYFOOT LAKE ROAD  
AKRON, OH 44312  
PHONE: 330-604-4435  
FAX: 330-604-4435  
EMAIL: BBAUM@CYCLESTART.NET  
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

JOSEPH LISTORTI  
PLANT MANAGER  
COWLES TOOL  
185 N FOUR MILE RUNH RD  
AUSTINTOWN, OH 44515  
PHONE: 330-799-9100  
EMAIL: JLISTORTI@COWLES-TOOL.COM  
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND  
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

RICHARD BURKHART  
OWNER  
STOUTHEART CO.  
7160 CHARGIN ROAD
SUITE 200
CHAGRIN FALLS, OH 44023
PHONE: 440-893-5522
EMAIL: METALBUYER@MSN.COM
JOB: JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

MICHAEL SIZEMORE
PLANT MANAGER
PORTER PRECISION PRODUCTS
2734 BANNING RD
CINCINNATI, OH 45239
PHONE: 513-600-9958
EMAIL: MIKE.SIZEMORE@PORTERPUNCH.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

BETSY MINNICK
PRESIDENT
KEYSTONE THREADED PRODUCTS
7600 HUB PARKWAY
CLEVELAND, OH 44125
PHONE: 216-524-9626
FAX: 216-524-7132
EMAIL: BETSYM@KEYSTONETHREADED.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
WANTS TO BUY: WORKING WITH SURFACE GRINDERS HAS ONE TO BUY AND ONE TO SELL. HAS ANOTHER LITTLE ONE WE CAN DISCUSS AS WELL.
WANTS TO SELL: WORKING WITH SURFACE GRINDERS HAS ONE TO BUY AND ONE TO SELL. HAS ANOTHER LITTLE ONE WE CAN DISCUSS AS WELL.

NICK EIFEL
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
30017 EDNIL DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
PHONE: 440-520-0707
EMAIL: EIFEL.3@OSU.EDU
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

CHRIS BURTSCHER
OPERATIONS MANAGER
GLEASON METROLOGY SYSTEMS
300 PROGRESS ROAD
DAYTON, OH 45449
PHONE: 937-384-8952
EMAIL: CBURTSCHER@GLEASON.COM

WANTS TO BUY: WORKING WITH SURFACE GRINDERS HAS ONE TO BUY AND ONE TO SELL. HAS ANOTHER LITTLE ONE WE CAN DISCUSS AS WELL.
WANTS TO SELL: WORKING WITH SURFACE GRINDERS HAS ONE TO BUY AND ONE TO SELL. HAS ANOTHER LITTLE ONE WE CAN DISCUSS AS WELL.

CHRIS BURTSCHER
OPERATIONS MANAGER
GLEASON METROLOGY SYSTEMS
300 PROGRESS ROAD
DAYTON, OH 45449
PHONE: 937-384-8952
EMAIL: CBURTSCHER@GLEASON.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (PLASTIC MOLD INJECTION)
WANTS TO BUY: WORKING WITH SURFACE GRINDERS HAS ONE TO BUY AND ONE TO SELL. HAS ANOTHER LITTLE ONE WE CAN DISCUSS AS WELL.

WANTS TO SELL: WORKING WITH SURFACE GRINDERS HAS ONE TO BUY AND ONE TO SELL. HAS ANOTHER LITTLE ONE WE CAN DISCUSS AS WELL.

BOB MAURER
PROJECT MANAGER
FC IND. INC
4900 WEBSTER STR.
DAYTON, OH 45414
PHONE: 937-275-8700
FAX: 937-275-9510
EMAIL: BOB@AFCTOOL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (PLASTIC MOLD INJECTION)

JOSH NEWSEOME
INFEED MANAGER
QUEST MACHINING
230 N. RIBLET ST.
GALION, OH 44833
PHONE: 419-468-8832
FAX: 419-468-8863
EMAIL: JNEWSEOME@MADRIBERSCHOOLS.ORG
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JOSHUA WINNINGHAM
INFEED MANAGER
SPECIALTY MACHINES INC.
5370 SALEM AVE.
DAYTON, OH 45426
PHONE: 937-837-8852
FAX: 937-837-8864
EMAIL: JWINNINGHAM@STGMFG.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS

JOHN MULLETT
OWNER
LAUREATE MACHINE & AUTOMATION
PO BOX 55
100 LAUREATE DRIVE
LEIPSIC, OH 45856
PHONE: 419-615-4601
EMAIL: JMULLETT@LAUREATEMACHINE.COM

JOSHEWA FISHWILD
PRODUCTION CONTROL MANAGER
SPECIALTY MACHINES INC.
5370 SALEM AVE.
DAYTON, OH 45426
PHONE: 937-837-8852
FAX: 937-837-8864
EMAIL: JFISHWILD@STGMFG.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

BOB MAURER
PROJECT MANAGER
FC IND. INC
4900 WEBSTER STR.
DAYTON, OH 45414
PHONE: 937-275-8700
FAX: 937-275-9510
EMAIL: BOB@AFCTOOL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JOSHUA WINNINGHAM
INFEED MANAGER
SPECIALTY MACHINES INC.
5370 SALEM AVE.
DAYTON, OH 45426
PHONE: 937-837-8852
FAX: 937-837-8864
EMAIL: JWINNINGHAM@STGMFG.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS

JOHN MULLETT
OWNER
LAUREATE MACHINE & AUTOMATION
PO BOX 55
100 LAUREATE DRIVE
LEIPSIC, OH 45856
PHONE: 419-615-4601
EMAIL: JMULLETT@LAUREATEMACHINE.COM

BOB MAURER
PROJECT MANAGER
FC IND. INC
4900 WEBSTER STR.
DAYTON, OH 45414
PHONE: 937-275-8700
FAX: 937-275-9510
EMAIL: BOB@AFCTOOL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JOSHEWA FISHWILD
PRODUCTION CONTROL MANAGER
SPECIALTY MACHINES INC.
5370 SALEM AVE.
DAYTON, OH 45426
PHONE: 937-837-8852
FAX: 937-837-8864
EMAIL: JFISHWILD@STGMFG.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

BOB MAURER
PROJECT MANAGER
FC IND. INC
4900 WEBSTER STR.
DAYTON, OH 45414
PHONE: 937-275-8700
FAX: 937-275-9510
EMAIL: BOB@AFCTOOL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JOSHUA WINNINGHAM
INFEED MANAGER
SPECIALTY MACHINES INC.
5370 SALEM AVE.
DAYTON, OH 45426
PHONE: 937-837-8852
FAX: 937-837-8864
EMAIL: JWINNINGHAM@STGMFG.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS

JOHN MULLETT
OWNER
LAUREATE MACHINE & AUTOMATION
PO BOX 55
100 LAUREATE DRIVE
LEIPSIC, OH 45856
PHONE: 419-615-4601
EMAIL: JMULLETT@LAUREATEMACHINE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR EITHER 20X40 OR 30X60 MACHINING CENTER. WOULD PREFER OKUMA, MORI, OR MAKINO.

ARTHUR TENG
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
ABSOLUTE MACHINE TOOLS, INC.
7420 INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY
LORAIN, OH 44053
PHONE: 440-960-6911
EMAIL: AD321@TONGTAI.COM.TW

WANTS TO SELL: HAS FIVE OR SIX HAAS VF2 CNC MACHINES TO SELL

CHRIS HOKE
KYOCERA SGS PRECISION TOOLS, INC.
55 S. MAIN STREET
MUNROE FALLS, OH 44262
PHONE: 330-688-6667
EMAIL: HOKEC@KYOCERA-SGSTOOL.COM

WANTS TO BUY: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

WANTS TO SELL: HAS FIVE OR SIX HAAS VF2 CNC MACHINES TO SELL

MICHAEL FRIESS
OWNER
UNDER PRESSURE SYSTEMS, LLC
322 NORTH AVENUE NE
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OH 44663
PHONE: 216-526-6146
EMAIL: MICHAEL@UNDERPRESSURESYSTEMS.COM

WANTS TO SELL: HAS A BUNCH OF SAWS HE WOULD LIKE TO SELL WILL BRING MORE INFORMATION LATER IN THE WEEK

RANDY SMITH
SHOP MANAGER
SCM INC.
5499 S. SR 587
NEW RIEGEL, OH 44853
PHONE: 419-595-2910
EMAIL: SALES@SCMOHIO.COM

WANTS TO BUY: JOB SHOP LOOKING INTO JIG GRINDERS WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THOSE TYPE OF MACHINES

METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

WANTS TO BUY: JOB SHOP LOOKING INTO JIG GRINDERS WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THOSE TYPE OF MACHINES

Randy Smith
Shop Manager
SCM Inc.
5499 S. SR 587
LANCE SMITH
MACHINIST
SCM INC.
PO BOX 126
NEW RIEGEL, OH 44853
PHONE: 419-595-2910
EMAIL: SSCMINC107@AOL.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

LANCE SMITH
MACHINIST
SCM INC.
PO BOX 126
NEW RIEGEL, OH 44853
PHONE: 419-595-2910
EMAIL: SSCMINC107@AOL.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

ARRON THOMPSON
PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
THE TIMKEN COMPANY
4500 MT. PLEASANT STREET
NORTH CANTON, OH 44720
PHONE: 234-262-3966
EMAIL: ARRON.THOMPSON@TIMKEN.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

VINCE DEVANNEY
PROGRAM MANAGER
HYDRO EXTRUSION NORTH AMERICA
401 NORTH STOLLE AVE
SIDNEY, OH 45365
PHONE: 937-494-2481
EMAIL: VINCENT.DEVANNEY@HYDRO.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING HAAS VF-4 CNC VERTICAL MACHINERY CENTER

HARISH TIWARI
MANAGER
HSTCO INC.
6700 ANDRE LANE
SOLON, OH 44139
PHONE: 440-498-9698
EMAIL: HSTTIWARI@GMAIL.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

DARYL PRIES
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING MANAGER
ATLAS INDUSTRIES INC.
401 WALL STREET
TIFTON, OH 44883
PHONE: 419-447-4730
FAX: 419-447-8456
EMAIL: DDPRIES@ATLAS-INDUSTRIES.COM
OKLAHOMA

MITCH GILES
SR. OPERATIONS MANAGER/MCALESTER COE
SPIRIT AERO SYSTEMS
1900 ELECTRIC AVE.
MCALESTER, OK 74501
PHONE: 918-421-2870
EMAIL: JOHN.M.GILES@SPIRITAERO.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

OKLAHOMA

MCCALLISTER, OK 74501

ADAM HARPER
VICE PRESIDENT
CMP CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 15199
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73155
PHONE: 405-672-4544
EMAIL: ADAM@CMPCORP.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FARM & GARDEN MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A MAZAK HCN 4000 MILLING MACHINE.

LAURENCE BELIEL
DIR. BR&E
PONCA CITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
102 S 5TH STREET
PONCA CITY, OK 74601
PHONE: 588-765-7070
EMAIL: LBELIEL@GOPONCA.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A LARGE 5 AXIS THERMWOOD V70 AND V90 MACHINES

RAEGEN SIEGFRIED
VP HUSHWORKS
NORDAM
6911 N. WHIRLPOOL DR
TULSA, OK 74117
PHONE: 918-878-4000
EMAIL: RAEGEN@NORDAM.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A LARGE 5 AXIS THERMWOOD V70 AND V90 MACHINES
NORDAM
6411 N WHIRLPOOL DRIVE
TULSA, OK 74117
PHONE: 918-878-8593
EMAIL: KEWRIGHT@NORDAM.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

KIM TINSLEY
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
NORDAM
6411 N WHIRLPOOL DRIVE
TULSA, OK 74117
PHONE: 918-401-5021
EMAIL: KTINSLEY@NORDAM.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: DISTRIBUTION

MATTHEW NOLEN
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
ABB
305 BALLMAN RRD
WESTVILLE, OK 74965
PHONE: 1918-458-2540
EMAIL: MATTHEW.NOLEN@US.ABB.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

OREGON

JERRY BARAWIS
SUPERVISOR WELD/MACHINE SHOP
ATI MILLERSBURG OP
1600 OLD SALEM RD

ALBANY, OR 97321
PHONE: 541-926-4211
EMAIL: JEREMIAH.BARAWIS@ATIMETALS.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (LASER MACHINING)
WANTS TO BUY: WANTED LAGUNE MANUAL MILL 10X50

DENNIS MCCALLUM
OWNER
TUMAC INC.
1181 INDUSTRIAL WAY
LOWELL, OR 97452
PHONE: 541-937-1308
FAX: 541-937-1310
EMAIL: DENNIS@TUMACINC.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (LASER MACHINING)
WANTS TO SELL: HAS FOUR MAZAKS TO SELL, TWO MILLS AND TWO LATHES. ALL ARE 1990S MACHINES.

DONNA MCCALLUM
OWNER
TUMAC INC.
1181 INDUSTRIAL WAY
LOWELL, OR 97452
PHONE: 541-937-1308
FAX: 541-937-1310
EMAIL: DONNA@TUMACINC.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

MARK BIEDERBECK
CONSULTANT
SPEARPOINT SERVICES
8100 SW CANYON DRIVE
PORTLAND, OR 97225
PHONE: 503-803-7670
Bob Dalfol
President
Custom Hydraulics Inc.
38 Steubenville Pike
Burgettstown, PA 15021
Phone: 724-729-3170
Email: bob@customhydraulics.com
Job: Identify the need for new products or equipment, make the final decision or give the final approval
Primary Business Type: Metalworking Machinery & Equipment

Pennsylvania

Bob Dalfol
President
Custom Hydraulics Inc.
38 Steubenville Pike
Burgettstown, PA 15021
Phone: 724-729-3170
Email: bob@customhydraulics.com
Job: Identify the need for new products or equipment, make the final decision or give the final approval
Primary Business Type: Metalworking Machinery & Equipment

Don Leonhart
Vice President
Custom Hydraulics Inc.
38 Steubenville Pike
Burgettstown, PA 15021
Phone: 724-729-3170
Email: don@customhydraulics.com
Job: Identify the need for new products or equipment
Primary Business Type: Banking, Finance, Consulting & Other Services

Don Leonhart
Vice President
Custom Hydraulics Inc.
38 Steubenville Pike
Burgettstown, PA 15021
Phone: 724-729-3170
Email: don@customhydraulics.com
Job: Identify the need for new products or equipment
Primary Business Type: Banking, Finance, Consulting & Other Services

Joshua Kaufman
Engineer
General Ecology Inc
151 Sheree Blvd
Exton, PA 19341
Phone: 610-363-7900
Email: joshuak@generalecology.com
Job: Identify the need for new products or equipment, jointly make a buying decision with others
Primary Business Type: Engine & Turbines
Wants to Buy: Looking for 20 to 50 cubic foot V blender. Patterson Kelly would be nice but will look at others

Rafael Bononato Fernandez
Process Manager
Salem Tube
951 Fourth Street
Greenville, PA 16125
Phone: 724-646-4301
Email: rafaelb@salemtube.com
Job: Identify the need for new products or equipment, gather information to evaluate alternative products, justify the purchase and/or select a specific brand
Primary Business Type: Engine & Turbines
Wants to Buy: Looking for used tube bending, cutting and drawing equipment

Andrew Biegler
Industrial Electronic Controls Mechanic
DLA Aviation IPESD Mechanicsburg
5450 Carlisle Pike
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
Phone: 1717-550-3176
Email: andrew.biegler@dlamil
Wants to Buy: If any dealers are on the GSA Schedule call Andrew. They are always looking for metalworking machinery but it has to be on the GSA Schedule. Prefers email instead of phone.
SOUTH CAROLINA

KIMBLE STRICKLAND
TOOLMAKER
THE BOEING COMPANY
4249 CROSSPOINT DR.
LADSON, SC 29456
PHONE: 843-494-4744
EMAIL: KIMBLE.L.STRICKLAND@BOEING.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING A COUPLE SURFACE GRINDERS

KIMBALL OGLE
OWNER
C & D ENGINEERING
1914 RIVER ROAD
PIEDMONT, SC 29673
PHONE: 864-631-7287
EMAIL: DANIELOGLE8649@GMAIL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

SAMUEL SHOREY
MOLDMAKER-MOLD MAINTENANCE
ALP LIGHTING
ONE GUM BRANCH ROAD
DICKSON, TN 37055
PHONE: 615-446-7733
EMAIL: SAMUEL.SHOREY13@COMCAST.NET
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (CUSTOM INJECTION MOLDING)

TENNESSEE

LIAM GALLAGHER
DIRECTOR
AMERICAN BALL SCREW REPAIR
1932 JENKINS ROAD
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37421
PHONE: 773-428-3442
EMAIL: LIAM@AMERICANBSR.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FARM & GARDEN MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

SAMUEL SHOREY
MOLDMAKER-MOLD MAINTENANCE
ALP LIGHTING
ONE GUM BRANCH ROAD
DICKSON, TN 37055
PHONE: 615-446-7733
EMAIL: SAMUEL.SHOREY13@COMCAST.NET
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (CUSTOM INJECTION MOLDING)

KEN YAXLEY
GENERAL MANAGER
TIE INDUSTRIAL
1216 HEIL QUAKER BLVD
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR USED ASSETS POSSIBLY CNC EQUIPMENT THEY ALSO REFURBISH ROBOTS AND WOULD LIKE TO PURCHASE USED ROBOTS.

MATT MCCARTRY
VP, SALES
TIE INDUSTRIAL
1216 HEIL QUAKER BLVD
LA VERGNE, TN 37086
PHONE: 615-471-5070
EMAIL: MMCCARTY@TIEINDUSTRIAL.COM

ANDREW JENKINS
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
PROTOMET
1010 LARSON DRIVE
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
PHONE: 865-425-0600
EMAIL: ANDREW.JENKINS@PROTOMET.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

TEXAS

MICHAEL PACZONAY
ENGINEER
341 S DOBSON ST BURLESON, TX 76028 4811
341 SOUTH DOBSON STREET
BURLESON, TX 76028
PHONE: 510-378-4204
EMAIL: MIKE.PACZONAY@WYBALL-SCREW.COM
JOB: NO RESPONSE
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: NO RESPONSE

LEWIS HARDIN
MACHINIST
SWISSOMATION INC

112 MARSCHALL CREEK RD.
FREDERICKSBURG, TX 78624
PHONE: 830-997-6565
EMAIL: LEWIS@SWISSOMATION.COM

NICK RODE
ENGINEERING
SWISSOMATION INC
112 MARSCHALL CREEK RD.
FREDERICKSBURG, TX 78624
PHONE: 830-997-6565
EMAIL: NICK@SWISSOMATION.COM

MARCUS ALEXANDER
VP
MCC TOOLING
2006 SILVER
GARLAND, TX 75042
PHONE: 972-276-5980
EMAIL: MARCUS@MCCTOOLING.COM
JOB: NO RESPONSE
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: NO RESPONSE

CHAD PAUL
PARTNER
BDO USA
2929 ALLEN PARKWAY 20TH FLOOR
HOUSTON, TX 77019
PHONE: 713-407-3293
EMAIL: CPAUL@BDO.COM
JOB: NO RESPONSE
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: NO RESPONSE

RANDY SAAD
RSAAD@BDO.COM
BDO USA
2929 ALLEN PARKWAY 20TH FLOOR
HOUSTON, TX 77019
PHONE: 713-407-3293
EMAIL: RSAAD@BDO.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ELECTRICAL MACHINERY & CONTROLS (NC/CNC)
HARRY CARNER
VICE PRESIDENT OF MANUFACTURING
S-5 MANUFACTURING
500 WEST HIGHWAY
IOWA PARK, TX 76367
PHONE: 940-592-2100
FAX: 940-592-2101
EMAIL: HCARNER@S-5MFG.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ELECTRICAL MACHINERY & CONTROLS (NC/CNC)

INEZ LOPEZ
FABRICATOR
IHC SUSPENSION
3824 N ABRAM RD
MISSION, TX 78574
PHONE: 956-240-8325
EMAIL: INEZHOTRODS@YAHOO.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

UTAH

GUY WARNER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
WEMFG
1233 S OLD HWY 91 BOX 320
KANARRAVILLE, UT 84742
PHONE: 435-705-8568
EMAIL: GUYW@WEMFG.COM
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING TO BUY A KNEE MILL WITH A FADOR CONTROL.

ART SANTANA
SHOP FOREMAN
PARAMOUNT MACHINE
1137 S PIONEER RD
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84104
PHONE: 801-896-2755
EMAIL: ART@PARAMOUNT-MACHINE.COM

JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO BUY: HAS SEVERAL 10 TO 15 YEAR OLD MORI SEIKI MACHINING CENTERS WOULD LIKE TO UPGRADE THEM TO 4 AXIS MAYBE EVEN 5. HE WOULD LIKE TO DO THAT ONE AT A TIME. ALSO HAS A COUPLE OF EDMs.
WANTS TO SELL: HAS SEVERAL 10 TO 15 YEAR OLD MORI SEIKI MACHINING CENTERS WOULD LIKE TO UPGRADE THEM TO 4 AXIS MAYBE EVEN 5. HE WOULD LIKE TO DO THAT ONE AT A TIME. ALSO HAS A COUPLE OF EDMs.

WASHINGTON

MIKE MOFFITT
VP SALES
INDUSTRIAL MACHINE TOOL, INC.
911 6TH STREET
ANACORTES, WA 98221
EMAIL: MIKE@INDUSTRIALMACHINETOOLS.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
ROGER JANSEN
PRES
3DX INDUSTRIES
69290 SALASHAN PARKWAY
FERNDALE, WA 98248
PHONE: 360-366-8858
EMAIL: ROGER@3DXINDUSTRIES.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE:
AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR 3D METAL PRINTING EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO SELL: HAS A LARGE HORIZONTAL MACHINING CENTER AN H1000 HE WOULD LIKE TO SELL.

MARK SHANHOLTZER
DIRECTOR OF SALES
OMEGA MORGAN
23810 NW HUFFMAN STREET
HILLSBORO, WA 97124
PHONE: 503-647-7474
FAX: 503-710-1215
EMAIL: MARK.SHANHOLTZER@OMEGAMORGAN.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

ANGELO SCARCELLO
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
FATIGUE TECHNOLOGY
401 ANDOVER PARK EAST
SEATTLE, WA 98188
PHONE: 206-246-2010
EMAIL: ANGELO.SCARCELLO@PCCAIRFRAME.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
WANTS TO SELL: ALWAYS LOOKING TO SELL OLD LATHES WHEN THEY REPLACE THEM WITH NEW LATHES

DONALD STOCKHAM
MACHINE SHOP MANAGER
HINDS-BOCK CORP
14340 NE 193RD PL
WOODINVILLE, WA 98072
PHONE: 425-897-4109
EMAIL: DONS@HINDS-BOCK.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING A HORIZONTAL MORI SEIKI NH5000 IT HAS SIX PALLETS ON A CPP SYSTEM.

WEST VIRGINIA

DAVID BRYANT
PRODUCTION ENGINEER
TOYOTA MOTOR MANUFACTURING WEST VIRGINIA
1 SUGAR MAPLE LANE
BUFFALO, WV 25033
PHONE: 304-937-7550
EMAIL: DAVID.J.BRYANT@TOYOTA.COM

WANTS TO BUY: SWAPPING OUT OLD AUTO PRODUCTION LINE FOR NEW ONE. ONCE THEY GET APPROVAL THEY’LL NEED TO GET RID OF OLD MACHINES SO THEY CAN POUR THE CONCRETE AND INSTALL THE NEW LINE.

JASON HENRY
OWNER
PANHANDLE EQUIPMENT
428 SUTTON DR
FALLING WATERS, WV 25419
PHONE: 304-283-6129
EMAIL: PANHANDLEUSEDEQUIPMENTLLC@COMCAST.NET
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A PLASMA TABLE AND A RADICAL DRILL IF IT’S AT A GOOD VALUE FOR THE PRICE.

TYLER HENRY
SHOP FORMAN
PANHANDLE EQUIPMENT
428 SUTTON DR
FALLING WATERS, WV 25419
PHONE: 304-283-6129
EMAIL: THENRY1@COMCAST.NET
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ELECTRICAL MACHINERY & CONTROLS (NC/CNC)

AUSTIN PITTSNOGLE
WELDER
PANHANDLE EQUIPMENT
428 SUTTON DR
FALLING WATERS, WV 25419
PHONE: 304-283-6129
EMAIL: APITTSNOGLE@COMCAST.NET
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

WISCONSIN

JIM WENDT
DIRECTOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
H4H
405 S OLDE ONEIDA ST #204
APPLETON, WI 54911
PHONE: 920-321-1874
EMAIL: JAMESMWENDT@GMAIL.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

SUNIL KRISHNAN
SR. DIRECTOR
SIEMENS
3255 YALE CT
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
PHONE: 201-289-3004
EMAIL: SUNIL.KRISHNAN@SIEMENS.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

JIM GRYGIEL
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
REGAL-BELOIT AMERICA
5560 EAST BUSS ROAD
CLINTON, WI 53525
PHONE: 608-361-5502
FAX: 608-361-5688
EMAIL: JAMES.GRYGIEL@REGALBELOIT.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (AUCTIONS/APPRAISALS)

JENNIFER STAVES
ENGINEERING MANAGER
RIVERSIDE MACHINE & ENGINEERING
2445 ALPINE RD
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54703
PHONE: 763-635-3189
EMAIL: JLISTAVES@RIVERSIDEMACHINE.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

NOEL BISOG
FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL
8222 S. 51ST ST.
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
PHONE: 414-817-5578
EMAIL: NOEL.BISOG@FRANKLIN.K12.WI.US
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

CRIS BISOG
TEACHER
FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL
8222 S. 51ST ST.
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
PHONE: 414-510-1878
EMAIL: CRIS@NOLTIAN.NET
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

LEE BURNS
BUYER
SIGNICAST
1800 INNOVATION
HARTFORD, WI 53027
PHONE: 262-709-7285
EMAIL: LBURNS@SIGNICAST.COM

PAUL BRAND
VICE PRESIDENT
CENTRAL MFG CORP
1611 SOUTH ANTON AVE.
MARSHFIELD, WI 54449
PHONE: 715-384-5380
EMAIL: CMC@CENTRAL-MFG.COM
JOB: JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR USED WATER JET LOOKING FOR GOOD VALUE FOR COST

RYAN O’CONNOR
VTL MASTER
CENTRAL MFG CORP
1611 SOUTH ANTON AVE.
MARSHFIELD, WI 54449
PHONE: 715-384-5380
EMAIL: SHOP@CENTRAL-MFG.COM

PETER FROST
ENGINEER
HILMOT
11925 W. CARMEN AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WI UNITED STATES
PHONE: 262-385-2479
EMAIL: PFROST@HILMOT.COM
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A HORIZ BAND SAW

DAN ANDREWS
AUTOMATION TECHNICIAN
APTAR
711 FOX STREET
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
PHONE: 262-363-7191
EMAIL: DAN.ANDREWS@APTAR.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

JENNY PEREZ
AUTOMATION TECHNICIAN
APTAR
711 FOX STREET
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
PHONE: 262-442-4195
EMAIL: JENNY.PEREZ@APTAR.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: INSTRUMENTS & CONTROLS (INCLUDING MEDICAL & SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT)

STEVE BRUENING
VP/ASSET MANAGEMENT
AMTECH/TOMAN THERMOSONICS
14135 W. KOSTNER LANE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
PHONE: 262-821-2110
EMAIL: STEVE@AMTECHTOOL.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO SELL: HAS A MITSUBISHI 90C EDM. WILL SELL FOR ALMOST SCRAP PRICE.

TOMMY FALGOUT
DYNAMIC INTERNATIONAL, INC.
N25 W23287 PAUL ROAD
PEWAUKEE, WI 53074-0747
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JERRY RING
GENERAL MANAGER
KIRSAN ENGINEERING
8201 100TH STREET
PLEASANT PRAIRIE, WI 53158
PHONE: 262-658-1860
EMAIL: JRING@KIRSAN.COM
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

JEFF PEPP
MACHINIST
C-TECH MANUFACTURING
7501 COMMERCE DRIVE
SCHOFIELD, WI 54476
PHONE: 715-355-8842
EMAIL: JEFFP@RACECABINET.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: BANKING, FINANCE, CONSULTING & OTHER SERVICES

KEVIN WIESER
LEAD DESIGN
GO FAST MFG
W7824 SMITH ST

SHIOCTON, WI 54170
PHONE: 920-986-1173
EMAIL: KEVIN@SCSLLCWI.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP

ROY SAARI
TECHNICAL ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
AMSOIL, INC.
1 AMSOIL CENTER
SUPERIOR, WI 54880
EMAIL: RSAARI@AMSOIL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION
WANTS TO BUY: SHOPPING USED CNC MACHINERY. INEXPENSIVE, NO HIGH TOLERANCE PRODUCTION.

OTHER COUNTRIES

AUSTRALIA

AARON MORGAN
PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENT
VARLEYGROUP
21 SCHOOL DRIVE TOMAGO
TOMAGO, NSW 2322
AUSTRALIA
PHONE: 40-056-8547
EMAIL: AARONM@VARLEYGROUP.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

JEM ROWE
CEO
POWERPARK SYSTEMS PTY LTD
7 JOULE PLACE
TUGGERAH, NSW 2259
AUSTRALIA
PHONE: 41-459-6989
EMAIL: JEM@POWERPARK.COM.AU
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE

DAVID KANE
WAREHOUSE MANAGER
POWERPARK SYSTEMS
7 JOULE PLACE
TUGGERAH, 2259
AUSTRALIA
PHONE: 47-477-9065
EMAIL: KANEDAVID76@YAHOO.COM

ONTOARIO
MARK GUGGENHEIM
VP INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
THE HI-TECH GEARS
361 SPEEDVALE AVE W,
GUELPH, ON N1H1C7
CANADA
PHONE: 847-310-5267
EMAIL: MARK.GUGGENHEIM@THEHITECHGEARS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

MARINUS WEEDA
CNC DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
HYDRA DYNE TECH
55 SAMNAH CRESCENT
INGERSOLL, ON N5C3J7
CANADA
PHONE: 519-485-2200
EMAIL: MARINUS@HYDRADYNETECH.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO BUY: BUYING DOOSAN 2600-SD TURNING CENTER

BRITISH COLUMBIA

JEFF HERR
OWNER
HERR MACHINE
1691 KOOTENAY AVENUE
PO BOX 1480
ROSSLAND, BC V0G1Y0
CANADA
PHONE: 250-362-9077
EMAIL: JEFF@HERRMACHINE.CA
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A NUMBER FOUR MORSE TAPER DRILL

WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR A NUMBER FOUR MORSE TAPER DRILL

CANADA

ALBERTA

DAVID CLYDE
CONTROLLER
HAWK MACHINE WORKS LTD
BOX 569
LINDEN, AB T0M1J0
CANADA
PHONE: 403-546-2022
EMAIL: DCLYDE@HAWKMACHINE.CA

WANTS TO BUY: BUYING DOOSAN 2600-SD TURNING CENTER

BHAVEN DOSHI
OWNER
INTERNATIONAL SAWS & TOOLS
#7-445 ADMIRAL BLVD
MISSISSAUGA, ON L5T2N1
CANADA
HARJIT VIRDI
BUYER
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL MACHINES INC.
137-1140 BURNHAMTHORPE ROAD W
MISSISSAUGA, ON L5C0A3
CANADA
PHONE: 647-225-2551
EMAIL: MACHINERYRESALE@YAHOO.CA
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR ROLL FORMERS BUT VERY SPECIALIZED PLEASE CONTACT. ALSO SLITTING LINES.

ROBERT PRIMEAU
CEO
PRIMEAU METAL INC
10460 BELLEVOIS
MONTREAL-NORD, QC H1H3C3
CANADA
PHONE: 514-322-4160
FAX: 514-322-2411
EMAIL: ROBERTPRIMEAU@PRIMEAUMETAL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR ROLL FORMERS BUT VERY SPECIALIZED PLEASE CONTACT. ALSO SLITTING LINES.
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1400 RUE DE LA MARINE
SOREL-TRACY, QC J3R 3L2
CANADA
PHONE: 450-746-6500
EMAIL: JEAN-PHILIPPE.FOREST@GE.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

SASKATCHEWAN

DAVID MALINOWSKI
BUYER
LEON’S MFG COMPANY INC
PO BOX 5002
135 YORK ROAD EAST
YORKTON, SK S3N 3Z4
CANADA
PHONE: 306-786-2610
FAX: 306-786-2658
EMAIL: DAVIDM@LEONSMFG.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: CONSTRUCTION & MINING EQUIPMENT

CHINA

BART LU
CEO
CONCRAFT HOLDING LTD.
688 HUANGPUJIANG NORTH ROAD
FRIENDSVILLE, NOT REQUIRED FOR THIS COUNTRY 215314
CHINA
PHONE: 861599-562-5906
EMAIL: BART@CONCRAFT.COM.TW
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: DISTRIBUTION

PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: GOVERNMENT & MILITARY

AGI LEE
GENERAL MANAGER
CONCRAFT HOLDING LTD.
688 HUANGPUJIANG NORTH ROAD
FRIENDSVILLE, NOT REQUIRED FOR THIS COUNTRY 215314
CHINA
PHONE: 861599-562-5906
EMAIL: AGI@CONCRAFT.COM.TW
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

BO CHEN
GENERAL MANAGER
DARDI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
ZHENJIANG
ZHENJIANG, 211300
CHINA
PHONE: 861885-163-0119
EMAIL: CHENBO@DARDI.CN
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: DISTRIBUTION

YEZHOU JIANG
SECRETARY
DARDI INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
ZHENJIANG
ZHENJIANG, 211300
CHINA
PHONE: 861885-163-0119
EMAIL: JYZ@DARDI.CN
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

COSTA RICA

BERNY LEON
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
L & L MAQUINARIA LTDA
200 ESTE DEL MATADERO MONTECILLOS
ALAJUELA, NOT REQUIRED FOR THIS COUNTRY
20101
COSTA RICA
PHONE: 5062-430-4887
EMAIL: BLEON@LYLMAQUINARIA.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

MARCIO ENAMORADO
ESTIMATOR ENGINEER
PRECISION CONCEPTS
ZONA FRANCA SARET BUILDING C7
MIAMI, 20101
COSTA RICA
PHONE: 5062-443-7779
EMAIL: MARCIO.ENAMORADO@PC-CR.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR GRINDERS, MILLS, LATHES, LASERS, SWISS MACHINES. THEY ARE GOING TO OPEN A MOLDING FACILITY AND RIGHT NEXT TO THAT THEY'RE OPENING UP A MACHINE SHOP AND NEED TO EQUIP IT.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

GREY DORIAN GUZMAN TEJADA
INSTITUTO TECNOLOGICO DE SANTO DOMINGO INTEC
GASPAR POLANCO #258
BELLAS VISTA NORTE
SANTO DOMINGO, 10111
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
PHONE: 829-640-2931
EMAIL: GREYGUZMAN12@GMAIL.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS

ECUADOR

CESAR BERMEO
GERENTE
BKB MAQUINARIA PANAMERICANA NORTE KM 12
QUITO, 17150
ECUADOR
PHONE: 5939-945-6120
EMAIL: CBERMEO@PROYECTOSMECANICOS.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP
INDIA

GUJARAT
SANDEEP FALDU
PRABHUKRUPA INDUSTRIES
PLOT-487-10 AJI VASAHAT
80 FEET ROAD
RAJKOT, GU 360003
INDIA
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR DEALERS WHO WILL SHIP TO INDIA.

FARIDABAD

KULWANT SINGH SAINI
MARKETING HEAD
LUCKY MACHINES PVT.LTD.
KAWRA INDUSTRIAL AREA,KAWRA ROAD
ADJOINING JASANA ROAD,FRAIDABAD(HARYANA)INDIA
FARIDABAD, 121006
INDIA
PHONE: 91801-066-0001
EMAIL: KULWANT3233@GMAIL.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR HONING AND DEEP BORING MACHINES.WANTS TO SEE WHAT'S AVAILABLE.

ANNIBALE PENNETTA
SALES & MARKETING
PRECISION DRIVE SYSTEMS, LLC
VIA DELLE INDUSTRIE NO.1
BESSEMER CITY, 20851
ITALY
PHONE: 39039-245-4524
EMAIL: APAGENT@IMATECNO.IT
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
ÔÇ£ÝÊPRIMÔÍÈÔÈß BUSINESS TYPE: AIRCRAFT/AEROSPACE
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTOR STATESIDE FOR REMA CONTROL MILLING TURNING MACHINES.

MEXICO

CHIHUAHUA
LUIS MOUREY
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
HASI. HERRAMIENTAS DE ACERO Y SERVICIOS INDUSTRIALES.
LAZARO CARDENAS #384
COLONIA TIERRA Y LIBERTAD
CHIHUAHUA, CHH 31120
MEXICO
PHONE: 614-262-7135
EMAIL: LUIS.MOUREY@HASISERVICIOS.COM
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
GUADALAJARA
RAFAEL GONZÁLEZ
INGENIERO INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPOS REFACCIONES Y CONTROLES DE OCCIDENTE S.A. DE C.V.
ZENZONTE823
GUADALAJARA, JAL 44910
MEXICO
PHONE: 521333-811-0202
EMAIL: SOPORTETECNICO@ERCO.COM.MX
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: DISTRIBUTION

NLE
ISRAEL MARTINEZ
CHIEF VALUE OFFICER
SENSAI
CONSTITUCION 400
CIUDAD APODACA, NLE 66600
MEXICO
PHONE: 811-021-8448
EMAIL: ISRAEL@SENSAI.NET

FERNANDO MORALES
GENERAL MANAGER
KANOFF
FRANCISCO I. MADERO 243
CIUDAD SANTA CATARINA, NLE 66376
MEXICO
PHONE: 818-000-3707
EMAIL: FMG@KANOFF.MX
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS, MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: ALL OTHER MACHINERY (ASSEMBLY, TEXTILE, PUMPS, MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT, ETC.)

JOSE ALONSO CANTU
AMERTEC
ALBAHACA 475
MONTERREY, NLE 64102
MEXICO
PHONE: 811-916-5898
EMAIL: ALONSO.CANTU@AMERTEC.COM.MX
JOB: JOINTLY MAKE A BUYING DECISION WITH OTHERS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) (FOUNDRY/MANUFACTURING)
WANTS TO BUY: SOMETIMES BUYS CENTERLESS GRINDERS AND CNC LATHES WHEN HE NEEDS THEM. ALSO SOME CNC MILLING MACHINES AND BROACHING MACHINES.

OTHON MARTINEZ
OT AND AUTOMATION HEAD
SENSAI
CONSTITUCION 400
MONTERREY, NLE 64000
MEXICO
PHONE: 818-070-7070
EMAIL: OTHON@SENSAI.NET
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

CRUZ CASTILLO
GENERAL MANAGER
TOTAL INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS SA DE CV
HACIENDA LOS ANGELES 102 FRACC HACIENDA LAS FUENTES 102
SAN NICOLÁS DE LOS GARZA, NLE 66477
MEXICO
PHONE: 818-240-9691
EMAIL: CRUZ.CASTILLO@TIS-AUTOMATION.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS, JUSTIFY THE PURCHASE AND/OR SELECT A SPECIFIC BRAND
CIUDAD ACUNA

CLAYT STEVENS
PROJECT MANAGER
ELASTOMEROS TECNICOS MOLDEADOS, S DE RL DE CV
CARRETERA PRESA LA AMISTAD, KM 5.3
PARQUE INDUSTRIAL AMISTAD
CIUDAD ACUÑA, 26220
MEXICO
PHONE: 877-773-1894
EMAIL: CLAYT.STEVENS@PKOH-AC.COM
JOB: GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: BANKING, FINANCE, CONSULTING & OTHER SERVICES
WANTS TO SELL: SELLING A BLANCHARD. WANTS A 60" SURFACE GRINDER TO REPLACE. SELLING A MONARCH VMC.

PERU

CAMILO PARRA
MR
TECDRILL DEL PERU
CALLE SAN LUIS MZH1 LTE 3 -URB VILLA MARINA-CHORRILLOS-LIMA
LIMA, NOT REQUIRED FOR THIS COUNTRY
LIMA09
PERU
PHONE: 511-731-8091
EMAIL: CPARRA@TECDRILL.COM.PE
JOB: MAKE THE FINAL DECISION OR GIVE THE FINAL APPROVAL
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: AUTOS/TRANSPORTATION

SOUTH KOREA

JISOO HONG
MANAGER
YG TECH CO. LTD
161-15 SEONNO-RO SEONNAM-MYEON
GYEONGBUK, SOUTH KOREA
PHONE: 8210-583-4031
EMAIL: JISOO_YUNIL@GEARHOB.CO.KR
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: BANKING, FINANCE, CONSULTING & OTHER SERVICES
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS IN UNITED STATES FOR GEAR HOBBING MACHINES.

TAIWAN

JONAH LIN
GENERAL MANAGER
T-SENSE TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
6F,#100,JIAN1ST RD
JHONGHE DIST N, 235
TAIWAN
PHONE: 88693-986-1392
EMAIL: JONAHLIN@TSENSE-TW.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
WANTS TO BUY: LOOKING FOR COMPANIES IN THE STATES TO SELL THEIR PRODUCTS THEY ARE FROM TAIWAN. THEY DO TOOL SETTERS FOR CNC AND ALSO NC MACHINES, SHOT COUNTERS FOR INJECTION MOLDS AS WELL AS GUIDE SETS FOR PRESSING DIES.
TAIWAN
EMAIL: LEO.HSU@TAIMOUPRECISION.COM
JOB: HAVE NO ROLE IN BUYING THE PRODUCTS SHOWN
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: METALWORKING MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT

NO COUNTRY SPECIFIED

JOHN DREW
ENGINEER
CATERPILLAR
23490 3000 RD
DWIGHT
PHONE: 815-674-0108
EMAIL: DREW_JOHN_D@CAT.COM
JOB: IDENTIFY THE NEED FOR NEW PRODUCTS OR EQUIPMENT, GATHER INFORMATION TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY BUSINESS TYPE: JOB, TOOL, MOLD & DIE SHOP